Abstract-Along with the widespread application of computer network, the network security problem becomes more and more important, and the security problem research also becomes an important topic to the network development. Because the different networks request the different security level, therefore, it is helpful to understand the network security for the customers to assess the network security situation (NSS) scientifically, thus takes the corresponding measure, enhances the network security performance and the overall economic benefit. This paper proposed a novel hybrid intelligent optimization algorithm to assess the network security situation, the algorithm unified the fuzzy neural network (FNN) and hybrid particle swarm (HPS) optimization algorithm, which not only can centralize the FNN's advantages of learning, association, identification, adaptation and fuzzy information processing, and improve the learning and expression ability, but also can balance the search capability between the global account and partial account using HPS, and have the faster velocity of convergence. The NSS situation of 20 samples in Hebei province shows that the results given by this hybrid model are reliable, and this method to assessment the NSS is feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Introduction to the Current Situation of Network Secrity
The network security is refers to protect the hardware, the software and the data in the information system, which is not destructed, changed, leaked because of the accidental or malicious reason, the system operates normally, reliably and continuously, the network service does not interrupt.
As the important content of information security, the formalized method analysis of security protocol began in the early-1980s. At present, mainly had three analysis methods including the state machine, the modality logics and the algebra tool, but still had the limitation and the crack, was in the developing enhance stage.
The hacker invades unceasingly, the management theory and mechanism of network security monitor is subject to attention seriously. Research results about the hacker invasion method analysis, the system vulnerability examination technology, the warning technology, and the information content graduation marking mechanism, intellectualization information content analysis and so on has become the foundation of numerous security tool softwares.
In the network system, there has many design defects and the security traps that information organization to ambush intended. In the CPU chip, using the existing engineering factor, may implant the wireless launch receive function, in the operating system, the database management system or in the application program can place the destructive procedures in advance that is engaged in the intelligence collection. These functions may receive the special virus; receive the instruction from the network or the spatial to trigger the CPU's suicide function; collect and transmit the sensitive information and so on. Moreover, through distinguishes the only CPU series number, may track, distinguish or attack computer system to use this chip initiatively and accurately, or carry on the directional destruction or collect the sensitive information according to the advanced hypothesis.
key technologies of the information security, the public key cipher system, has overcame the key management difficulties in the network information system, simultaneously has solved the digital signature problem, and may use in the ID authentication. Each kind of cryptographic algorithm is facing the challenge of new cipher system like quantum password, DNA password, and muddy theory and so on. Based on the enhancement security function's achievement of concrete product, it is very difficult to guarantee that does not have the crack.
B. The Endangering Ways of Network Security 1) Using the security crack of TCP/IP agreement bunch to carry on the attack
The main method includes: To pretend the source address to deceive the destination network equipment using the characteristic of IP address may be revised. Although the IP deceit attack has the suitable difficulty, but we should realize soberly, this kind of attack is widespread, the invasion often starts from here.
2) The WEB server's attack Aggressor obtains the domination to tamper with the homepage using the vulnerability of WEB server itself: such as the existence security problem in the Web server software, the excessive nonessential functions in the Web server software default installment, the password is too simple, etc.
The Web application program security is bad: it is mainly refers to the security of CGI procedure and ASP, PHP script and so on. These procedures expanded the Web server's function greatly, but they only value the function, often neglect the security.
3) The DNS server's attack Because the DNS service uses the UDP agreement, therefore, it is easier speaking for the aggressors to concentrate the attack on the DNS service. The DNS service faces the threat, includes:
Buffer area poison: This kind of attack refers to the hacker inserts the error DNS information when transmits from the main DNS server to the auxiliary DNS server region, once succeeds, the aggressor may change the transport stream direction that ships to the legitimate site, causes it to transmit the aggressor controlled site, usually uses in the network fishing crime, the attack goal site is usually the financial organ, uses for to swindle customer information of the financial organ. The territory kidnaps: The aggressor may take over control the territory registration process to control the legitimate territory when the customs upgrade the territory log-on message to use unsafe mechanism.
4) The invasion attack
Hacker attack minacity is big in the exterior network; the network hacker starts the new arrack ways, such as the DDOS, the worm virus and so on. These attacks may cause the network flow to enhance rapidly, cause the network equipment to collapse or to make the network link to be unable to withstand the load finally. Moreover, because only pays great attention the network usability in the wide band network construction, but has neglected the administration, creates the intranet user to attack mutually. For example, the common form of Windows invasion is to construct special URL to penetrate into system's root to gain information using the expanding Unicode. Generally, the aggressor will scan this crack using the Range scan software.
5) Stealing and disturbance the signal dissemination loading on the network transmission medium
The main way includes: Interfere with the electromagnetism signal dissemination artificially through intercepting, or jamming the network electromagnetism signal; Illegal web terminal turning on, interception the network information; Receive and analyze the data stream through to install the receive/retransmission equipment on the transmission line directly. These attack forms are aimed at to intercept or interfere the normal correspondence, mainly used in the trade and military sensitive goal.
6) Buffer overflow attack
This is one of the most commonly hacker technologies, also calls the storehouse overflow attack. The reason this kind of attack in flood is because of the essence of opening source code procedure. Unix itself as well as the many application procedure is compiled with the C language, but the C language does not inspect the buffer boundary. In certain circumstances, if the data length surpasses the given buffer that the user inputs, which will cover the other data area, this is called as "the buffer overflow". If the inputted data is careful designed by the hacker, the cover buffer's data was exactly hacker's invasion procedure code, the hacker gained the procedure domination. Although the attack's precision is high, once the attack procedure is designed, which is actually very simple.
7) Mail server attack
At present, there are two kinds of attack ways in the mail server: One is Relay, namely the long-distance machine sends a letter through yours server, like this, anybody may use your server to send the mail to any address; the other attack is called Spam, namely the people often said the letter bomb. These two kinds of attacks possibly cause the server to be unable to work normally. [ 
The network security problem is prominent day by day; the network security problem's research has become the important front research topic that should be solved urgently. The different computer network requests the different security rank. The request of the network security degree for the army or the bank is very high, but for the campus net is relatively lower, therefore, carries on the assessment to the network security situation (NSS) is helpful for the customers to understand the network security comprehensively, thus takes the corresponding measure, enhances the network the safety performance and the overall benefit.
At Present, the network security assessment method is mainly the use automatic detection, the scanning tool software, seeks for system's security crack and the weak link, the test and the appraisal the system's safety degree and so on. But, the computer network is a complex manmachine system, the network security involves the computer, communication, physics, mathematics, biology, management, the society and so on, which is a complex systems engineering. Therefore, we must use the thought and the method of the system engineering, carry on the comprehensive to the entire network security situation, and can obtain the science assessment results.
For the assessment problem, it is common that many qualitative factors intermingle in the complex assessment process, request the people to rely on the experience, the knowledge and the wisdom to participate in the decisionmaking, but, how to reduce the capriciousness, the uncertainty in the thought as well as the subjective fuzziness and so on in person's participation process is always puzzling the people in the assessment problem.
In addition, the relational among the target attribute is most of the misalignment relations, the general method is very difficult to reflect this kind of relations; Many question's information sources are incomplete, the assessment rule is mutual contradictory frequently, sometimes does not have orderliness to be possible to follow; it is difficult for the people to describe the intermingle between the various plan goals accurately, is unable to express the weighted distribution with the quantitative relationship, only can provide the attribute of various goals as well as the assessment results of similar plans.
In recent years, with the rapid development of the neural network that has the unique advantages-selflearning, self-organizing and self-adapting ability, it can overcome the influence of subjective factors and has been applied widely. The fuzzy neural network (FNN) is an organic combination of the neural network and fuzzy logic systems, which can centralize the both advantages of learning, association, identification, adaptation and fuzzy information processing, and improve the learning and expression ability. But the FNN controller parameters are more relatively, which causes the searching space dimension to increase, and the FNN algorithm is very difficult to guarantee its searching speed and the astringency. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) is not influenced by the increased problem peak number, and it is also small by the problem dimension influence, but its partial searching ability is not prominent. This paper proposed a novel hybrid particle swarm (HPS) optimization algorithm to train the FNN. The NSS assessment result indicated that the hybrid algorithm not only had the quicker convergence rate, moreover the parameter combination obtained in the process of optimization is closer to the optimum value. [3] [4]
II. THE EVALUATING INDEX SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION
A. The Construction Principle of Index System 1) Systematicnessal and hierarchy
When constructs the index system, the systematic characteristic and the hierarchical are also the essential constituents. They take supplement of the integrity and the relative independent, make the entire index system is systematic or orderly.
2) Integrity and relative independence
At the same time, we must consider for the influence factor to the large-scale network security situation comprehensively when construct the assessment index system. On the other hand, we must give attention to the independence, express the independent nature several relative indices and carry on the assessment using the corresponding index separately.
3) Endurance and goal of index selection
When selects each index, not only requests the various indices to have the endurance, but must display the explicit goal based on the comprehensive system.
4) Scientific principle.
The choice and design of the assessment indices should establish on the foundation of statistical theory, and unifies the special situation of the network security events. We must have the scientific basis on the target representation, the computational method, the data collection, the index range, and the weight choice and so on.
B. The Index System Construction
We carry on the level division to the network security situation according to the above principle. First, we use several relative independent indices to describe the NSS, including the endangering indices, vulnerability indices, stability indices and disaster-tolerant indices. Then, we describe the each nature situation using the certain amount of breakdown indices. [5] The NSS assessment index system is shown as Table I . 
III. THE HYBRID FNN-HPS MODEL CONSTRUCTION
A. The Improvement of FNN Algorithm
1) Introduction to fuzzy neural network
Since the emerging of the fuzzy neural network that integrated the neural network and the fuzzy logic system, its research and the application obtained the swift development.
The international seminar of the neural network and the fuzzy system was sponsors by the NASA in the USA in 1988. In 1992, Buckley and Hayashi proposed the fuzzy anti-propagation algorithm; Simultaneously, Ishibuchi proposed "the truncation collection antipropagation method". In 1993, Jyh-Shing Roger fang proposed one kind of auto-adapted fuzzy nerve model, and according to the characteristic of this model, proposed one kind of mix learning algorithm based on the gradient learning algorithm and the least squares method. In 1999, DetlefNauck, RudolfKruse proposed one kind of supervised learning method applied in fuzzy neural network function. The common union way of the fuzzy logic system and neural network includes: Substitute for the node excitation function in the neural network with the fuzzy logic operator: Neural network weight, input fuzzy and so on. In the fuzzy neural network, the fuzzy neuron's design should enable it to have the approximate same function with the non-fuzzy neuron. But it should be able to reflect the neuron's fuzzy nature simultaneously, has the fuzzy information handling ability. The fuzzy neural network system structure is shown as Figure 1 . 
2) The parameters determination of the fuzzy neural network
The fuzzy system of n inputs and single output, if X∈ R j , y=f j (X), among them, X=(x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x n )
T , R j is the part space after input space separated. In this paper, the FNN system is composed of five neural networks, each one uses back-propagation neural network, the input layer of each network has the same input neurons, the number of hidden layer and its neuron can be adaptive to change. Among them, the four BP networks show four fuzzy rules of the function f j (X) in the conclusion, NN 1 shows "very good effect", NN 2 shows "good effect", NN 3 shows "general effect", and NN 4 shows "poor effect", the four fuzzy rules are corresponding to the different training effect. Another BP network NN mf calculates the membership grade of each input for the four fuzzy rules, so it is four outputs. The output of FNN system is:
In this formula: g j shows the output of four BP network; µ j shows the membership grade of the four fuzzy rules.
3) The learning process of the fuzzy neural network The study process of the FNN can be divided into two stages: information toward pass and error back pass. In the toward pass, the state of every layer neurons only affects the next layer neurons, if we can't acquire the expected output value in the output layer, then transfer to the back pass. Through revising the weight of every layer neurons, the error signals can return along the former connect pathway, transmit to the input layer by the level and then compute, and return to toward pass process again. The two processes can be applied repeatedly to realize the smallest error. When the error achieves the expected requirements or the prescriptive training numbers, the study process is end.
Suppose given N samples, which are p 1 ,p 2 , …p N , the goal output of network is d 1 ,d 2 ,…,d N , the actual output isy 1 ,y 2 ,…,y N . When input the i sample, we can acquire output y ji (j=1, 2,…, m), and its error is the sum of every output unit error, the square error indicator function is: 
In the formula, e(x) shows error, grads ▽ E(x) and Hessian matrix▽ 2 E(x) are: (k) show the vector composed of weight value or threshold value through the k iteration, x (k+1) show the vector through the (k+1) iteration, the change of both them is▽x, and then there is: 
B. The Improvement of HPS Algorithm
American scholar Eberhart E C and Kennedy J proposed the PSO algorithm in 1995 which is based on the simulation to the bird swarm and fish swarm, these researches may be called swarm intelligence. Usually the single natural biology is not the intelligence, but the entire biological community displays the ability to process the complex problem, the swarm intelligence is the application of these swarm behavior in the artificial intelligence. PSO processes the continuous optimization problem at first, at present its application has expanded to the combination optimization. Compared with other evolution computational method, the PSO feature is as follows: ①Each individual (a particle) was given a stochastic speed and flowed in the whole problem space;
②The individual has the memory function; ③The individual evolution is mainly realized through the cooperation and competition among the individuals.
As a effective parallel optimized method, PSO may use to solving the massive nonlinearity, not differentiable and the multi-peak value complex optimized problem, in addition the program realization of PSO algorithm is succinct, the adjustable parameters are few, thus it obtains quick development.
1) The basic principle PSO is the optimized algorithm that obtained the inspiration from the bird swarm. It regards the each optimized problem's solution as a bird in the search space, the bird flies in the searching space at a certain speed, this speed adjusts according to its flight experience and its
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Fuzzy inference of the neural network UnSharp mask and feedback companion's flight experiences. The bird is abstracted as particle that has not the quality and volume, the position of i th particle in N dimensions space expressed by vector X i =(x l , x 2 , …, x n ), the flying speed expressed by vector V i =(v l ,v 2 , ⋯ , v n ). Each particle has a fitness value decided by the optimized function, and knows the discovered best position (pbest) so far and present position X i . In addition, each particle also knows the best position gbest so far in the entire swarm (gbest is best value in the pbest). Each particle changes its current position using the following information:
① Current position; ② Current speed; ③ Distance between current position and best position; ④ Distance between current position and best position in the swarm.
PSO is also one kind of optimized tool based on the iteration. For the k th iteration, each particle changes according to formula (10) and (11). (11) Rand is the random number between [0,1], c l and c 2 is been called as the study factor, t is the current evolution generation, T max is the most evolution generation, w ini is the initial inertia weight, w end is the inertia weight when evolving to the biggest evolution generation, w is the weighting coefficient of inertia weight, it controls the influence of the preceding change quantity to the current change quantity, if w is comparatively large, then the effect is big, it could search the region before has not been able to achieve, and strengthen the global searching ability of the entire algorithm; If w is small, then the influence of preceding part is small, it mainly searches in neighbor of current solution, the partial searching ability is strong.
To describe the particle swarm condition quantificationally, we will give the definition of the swarm sufficiency variance and the particle swarm convergence.
Defines 1: Supposes the particle number of the particle swarm is n, f i is the sufficiency of i th particle, f avg is the present average sufficiency of the particle swarm, δ 2 is the swarm sufficiency variance, and then δ 2 is defined as: In the above formula, f is the normalized calibration factor; its function is to limit the δ 2 . f may take the random value, only need pay attention to two conditions:
① After the normalization, maximum value of entire particle swarm |f i -f avg | is not bigger than 1;
② f changes along with the algorithm evolution. In the algorithm, the f value uses the following formula:
Defines 1 indicated that the particle sufficiency variance δ 2 is the convergence degree of all particles in the particle swarm. δ 2 is smaller, then the particle swarm tends convergence; Otherwise, the particle swarm is at the random searching stage.
Defines 2: Supposes the position of some particle t in the t time is x(t), p is in the optional position in search space, then the convergence definition of the particle is as (14) This definition indicated that particle convergence is refers to the particle to pause at some stationary position p in the searching space. If the PSO algorithm falls into the precocious convergence or achieves to the global convergence, the particles will gather at one or several specific positions in the search space, the swarm sufficiency variance δ 2 is equal to zero. 2) Algorithm flow and solution process ①To initialize the position and speed of the particle swarm at random, the pbest coordinate of each particle is its current position, and calculates its corresponding individual extreme value, but the global value is the best value in the individual extreme value, records the serial number of the best value, and establishes gbest as the current position of the best particle.
②Calculate adaptive value of each particle. ③ Compare the adaptive value with the individual extreme value for each particle, if superior, and then renew the current individual extreme value.
④Compare the adaptive value with the global extreme value for each particle, if superior, and then renew the current global extreme value.
⑤ According to formula (9) and (10), renew the position and flying speed each particle.
⑥If not achieves the stop criterion), then returns to step 2, if achieves, then stop calculation. The PSO algorithm can be expressed by pseudocode as follows:
Initialize the particle swarm DO For each particle Calculates its sufficiency If the sufficiency is superior to the best history value Renew the best history individual P i with X i End Select the best particle in the particle swarm If the best particle is superior to the best swarm history particle Renew P g with the best particle of current swarm particle For each particle Renew the particle speed according to formula (9) Renew the particle position according to formula (10) End While the biggest iteration number or the least error has not achieved
3) The HPS Algorithm
As the same with basic PSO, HPS still regarded each individual as a particle spot in the D dimension searching space, such particle has m altogether, each particle flight in search space at a certain speed. The flying speed adjusted according to its own and companion's flight experience. After certain flights, the particle swarm found the optimal position in the searching space finally and gained the optimal solution. HPS algorithm renews the particle velocity and position through the following equation:
In the formula: v id is the d th dimension speed of i th particle, which is limited by v max , in order to avoid the particle flies from the searching region for the oversized velocity; x id is the d th dimension position of i th particle; C 1 and C 2 are the acceleration constants; r 1 and r 2 are the random numbers in the [0,1]; P id is the best position that particle i has passed, P gd is the best position that particle swarm has passed; w is the inertia weight; η is the restraint factor.
The function of w and v max is to maintain the balance of the overall situation and partial searching ability, when v max increases, we may reduce w to achieve the balanced search, but the deceased w can reduce the needing iterative number. Therefore, we fix v max for the variable range of each dimension variation; only adjust to the misalignment decreasing strategy. We Use an aperture upward parabola, namely: HPS introduces the immunity theory based on the density and the sufficiency renewal immune body strategy, carries on the dynamic alignment for η, makes the distance measurement (D i ) of particle i and the other particles in the swarm:
Now, we define the density A i of particle i in the swarm:
In the formula, F i is the sufficiency of particle i.
In the formula (20), we can know based on the immunity principle, some particle's density is bigger, the affinity is smaller, and which is more deviation to the optimal solution, therefore, we should adjust its current position greater, the corresponding restraint factor is bigger; Otherwise, if some particle's density is smaller, the affinity is higher, is closer with the optimal solution, the corresponding restraint factor is smaller.
C. The Hybrid FNN-HPS Model Construction
This paper proposes the hybrid FNN-HPS model to seek the optimal solution. The FNN trained by HPS uses five structures:
The first layer is the input layer:
Input:
Output:
The second layer is the fuzzification layer:
The third layer is the fuzzy condition layer: Input:
The fourth layer is the fuzzy decision layer: The neuron 1 Input:
The neuron 2 Input:
The fifth layer is the output layer: 
For the above fuzzy neural network, there are three network parameter must recognize: Central value cji of fuzzy level node, width value δ ji of fuzzy level node as well as adjustment parameter h j fuzzy decision-making level. If the input, output as well as thee three parameters of fuzzy neural network once determined, the network structure and the parameter are determined. Assigns a group of input output data x i (t), i=1,2,…,M, y(t), t=1,2,…, P, then this paper proposed the FNN=HPS algorithm is as follows:
①According to the distribution of the input data to determine the domain radius r, take the input-output data {X 1 (1), X 2 (1), …,X M (1), y(1)} as the first cluster of the input space, and supposes the cluster center c li =x i (1) , N 1 =1, Y 1 (i)=y(1), i=1,2,…., N 1 , the cluster number N=1.
② For the k th input-output sample data {x 1 (k), x 2 (k),…, x M (k), y(k)}, calculates the distance from the x i (k), (i=1,2,…, M) to each cluster center c ji , (j=1,2,…,N, i=1,2,…, M), and calculates:
If Dj>r, indicates that has not won the cluster, establishes a new cluster, makes C N+l =x i (k) 
If D j <r, the j th cluster wins, adjusts the cluster center: In the formula, ρ expresses the overlap parameter, 1≤ ρ≤2.
⑤The weight h j is determined by the following formula:
And max_V j , min_Y j , ave_Y j , indicates the maximum output value, the smallest output value and the average output value j th cluster separately. The max_U j , min_U j , ave_U j expresses their corresponding input value separately. ξ j1 , ξ j2 is the adjustment parameter.
⑥To obtain the best value of parameter ξ j1 and ξ j2 , combines them to constitute the position parameter of each particle. Then we calculate the adaptive value of each particle according to the objective function; use the HPS algorithm to search their best value. Once the searching finishes, the optimal particle's position is their best value combination. The objective function is: V. CONCLUSION This paper unified the FNN and HPS optimal algorithm and applies it in the NSS assessment. Using the self-learning ability of FNN to determine the parameter variable dynamically in the assessment process, this overcomes the insufficiency of the parameter variable depending on the expert experience. For the different application, we may select the different training sample data, therefore has a more widespread utility, the good trained network has a better effect in the concrete application. But, because the FNN controller parameters are more relatively, which causes the dimension of searching space to increase, the FNN algorithm is very difficult to guarantee its searching speed and the astringency. This paper proposed the FNN controller based on the HPS. The HPS algorithm not only balanced the overall situation and partial search ability effectively, but has the quicker convergence rate, simultaneously maintains the ability of the PSO to solve the multi-peaks and multi-dimensional problem. The experimental result indicated that this method can assess the NSS accurately, provide the advantageous basis for improving the network performance, and have the good application prospect.
But the NSS assessment indices are multi-level and the index input values are depended on the expert evaluating method, which has certain subjectivity.
